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CHAPTER 8
ORGANISING THE ORGANISERS
CRITICAL REFLECTIONS OUR LEADERSHIP
AND ORGANISATION

Our slogan as community activists is “Nothing For Us Without US.”
By this we mean that the community must be consulted, and must
be involved in any decision taken that affects their lives. We engage
powerful corporations and government officials. We are angry that
they do not consult and that they make decisions in secret. We are
even critical of friendly NGO’s who talk on behalf of the community
without talking with the community.
But as activists in the community do we sometimes do the same? Do
we at times argue that the community is too uneducated, and that we
who know must get the job done? Do we at times argue that it is okay
that we treat the community as passive followers, since in the end our
goal is to liberate the community?
In this chapter we raise a challenging question: “Can we create an
organisation that mirrors the type of society we want?” That is, a
society where people actively control their day-to-day lives and make
important decisions concerning their future.
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We answer yes. Yes, we can create organisations where the community
is active. We can create organisations where we as activists and leaders
support this active participation of our communities.
However, for this change to take place we need a new way of thinking
about organisation, a new way of thinking about leadership and
members. We need new attitudes and skills to build such organisations.
The aim of this chapter is to urge activists to think critically about
their organisational practise and to experiment with new ideas and
practises of organising.
After reading this chapter an activist group can discuss the questions
at the end of the chapter. These questions allow the group to reflect
on their own organisation and the changes they would like to make.

What is organisation and do we need organisation?
Spontaneous community action may capture the media and the
attention of people in authority. But what happens when those in
power call for negotiations on our problem, or propose solutions to
our problems? What happens after the issues have died down and the
marchers have gone “cold”? How do we take our struggles further?
It is at this point that we need to go deeper in our struggle that we
need “organisation.”
Organisation is the way we unite many people around a clear goal or
purpose. Organisation is how we get a large number of people to sit
down together and make decisions for action. Organisation involves
structuring, strategising and coordinating. Organising happens
through the actions of many activists, each involved with different
tasks. We appoint or elect coordinators or leaders to coordinate these
actions.
Organisation is more than structures. Organisation is about
relationships within structures. It is about how we relate to each
other. How we plan. Who we include in planning. How we take action.
How leaders perform their roles. For example do leaders instruct like
army generals, or do they prepare members for action like coaches?
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Building an organisation takes time and there are many problems.
An organisation is a vehicle that we design and build ourselves. There
is no one way of building an organisation. The type of organisation
we build is not determined by law or some big NGO. We make the
choice in the type of organisation we build.
A big problem we face in building organisation is that even though
we have clear rules and structures which say that members should
be involved and leaders must be accountable to members, this does
not happen in practice. A few individuals, the leaders, are active. The
members withdraw as observers and spectators. Usually they are not
able to hold the leaders accountable.
Often just one or two individuals take control of the organisation.
These individuals may be honest and they may mean well. Or they
may be corrupt and power hungry. In both cases they contribute to
excluding people from becoming active participants and owners of
the organisations.
Organisations that are controlled by a few individuals without active
community participation lose the power that a united community
will give them. They search for power elsewhere. They are driven by
money from external organisations and when that money dries up the
organisation dies. This type of organisation run by a few “leaders” are
open to capture by politicians, government officials and corporations.
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The causes of organisational problems
We may blame the individual leader for these problems. But members
of the organisation are also to blame. Are they accepting of this
relationship of the big leader. Do we accept that it is normal that
people are passive and leaders are all powerful?
The idea of the big leader and passive followers is an old practice,
which we have accepted as normal. Most societies of the past have
been run by the big leader, be it a king, a lord, or a bishop. We see
the same in traditional leaders, and village elders. Even in the home,
we see the father as the one individual in charge and the mother and
children as obedient to his will. In our present day practise we look
up to the educated, the male, the “white” person as the only one who
is capable of being a leader.
We have come to see this as acceptable because we think it is not
possible for everybody to be a leader. We say that those who know
more and are more skilled should be the leader.
It is true that we need leaders and coordination. But members of the
community can do more. They are capable of greater understanding
and skills than we think. They can take a larger role in the organisation
than we allow them to.
The problem is not the leader alone. The problem is that we hand
over power to the leader and are uncritical of our leaders. We allow
them to take the organisation away from the people.
We need to think of leaders in new ways – as coordinators and coaches
and not as commanders-in-chief or army generals. We need to think
of the role of community people in new ways – as active participants
in control of their actions and not as submissive followers.
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new forms of organisations are possible
Activists can build new forms of organisation. To do this they need a
new commitment, new ideas, new skills and practises. Activists need
strong guiding principles.
The activist must see the building of active members as a central
objective of the organisation. The activists must believe that people,
even if they have little formal education and resources, have enormous
potential to develop their knowledge and skill and be active players in
leading the organisation.
The activist must commit to sharing all information and facilitating
communication among members and groups. Education and training
of members must be a constant activity of the organisation.
The activist must abandon the idea of the ‘commander in chief’, ‘the
leader’ as the one in charge, the one who issues commands, while
others simply follow. The activist must embrace the idea that the
leader is a facilitator or coach, one who prepares others for action.
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QUESTIONS TO CRITICALLY REFLECT ON OUR PRACTISE AS
ACTIVISTS
Meet as a group and review your organisational practise. Use the
following questions in your discussion.
Critically reflect on your organisation.
Think about the way you meet, take decisions, plan, and report back
on action. Reflect on yourselves as leaders. How do you relate to
members and the community?
Reflect on how you relate to each other in the organisation as, old
and young, men and women, as people with education and people
without education.
Discuss the following questions
1. Which picture below most closely reflects your organisational
practise? Explain your choices.
2. If none of the pictures apply to your organisation then draw your
own picture to show how your organisation works.
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1. Study the organisational activities below and say to what extent
you practise these. Rate the activity in your organisations on a
scale of 1 to 5. 1 is ‘very seldom’ 5 is ‘always’
1

2

3

4

5

1. We meet regularly (e.g. once a week or once a month)
2. We plan activities for the week or month
3. Members are actively involved in the planning of
activities
4. Members are actively involved in the implementation of
the plans
5. We review the actions we have taken and talk about what
worked, what did not and why.
6. Members actively communicate with each other in
between meetings
7. Leaders share information regularly with the members
8. Women and men are equally active in the leadership of
the organisation

2. Education
Which picture reflects the way you do education?
If neither of these pictures apply, then say or draw a picture to
show how your education activities take place.

3. Imagine how you would like your organisation to be.
List 3 key changes you would like to make to your existing structure
so that your members are active and in control of the organisation
and your leaders are coaches and facilitators of action.
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